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Borel chromatic numbers of locally countable Fσ

graphs and forcing with superperfect trees

Raiean Banerjee and Michel Gaspar

Abstract

In this work we study the uncountable Borel chromatic numbers, de-
fined in [8] as cardinal characteristics of the continuum, of low complexity
graphs. We show that locally countable graphs with compact totally dis-
connected set of vertices have Borel chromatic number bounded by the
continuum of the ground model. From this, we answer a question from
Geschke and the second author ([7]), and another question from Fisher,
Friedman and Khomskii ([6]) concerning regularity properties of subsets
of the real line.
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1 Introduction

In this article, we shall study set theoretic independence results for combinato-
rial statements about locally countable Fσ graphs and their consequences for the
set theory of the real numbers. The systematic study of definable graphs started
in [12] as a descriptive set-theoretic approach to concepts and results from graph
theory, and this field is nowadays called descriptive graph combinatorics.

If G is a graph on a set X , then an α-coloring of G is a function c : X Ñ α

such that cpxq ‰ cpyq, for all px, yq P G, and ordinal α ě 1. Now if X is
endowed with a Polish topology, then c is called a Borel coloring if, additionally,
c´1ptβuq is a Borel set, for every β ă α — i.e., every maximally monochromatic

set is Borel. The Borel chromatic number of G, denoted by χBpGq, is the least
cardinality of an ordinal α for which there exists a Borel α-coloring of G.

Since we are working only with graphs on Polish spaces, our Borel chromatic
numbers are bounded by 2ℵ0 . We will later see that, when uncountable, Borel
chromatic numbers may assume different values in different models of set theory.

At the heart of the field of descriptive graph combinatorics is the G0-di-
chotomy: it says that there exists a closed graph which is minimal for analytic
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graphs of uncountable Borel chromatic numbers, thus χBpG0q is the smallest
possible uncountable Borel chromatic number for an analytic graph.

For ZFC results about Borel chromatic numbers of various classes of graphs,
the reader is refered to the founding article [12].

In [8] these numbers were first studied from the lens of consistency results,
and in [7] various Borel chromatic numbers of graphs were computed in models
of set theory obtained by forcing with uniform tree-forcing notions. Of particular
interest is the Fσ equivalence relation E0 on 2ω, defined by

xE0y Ø @8n pxpnq “ ypnqq.

We also may think of equivalence relations as graphs with the identity included
in order to make sense of their Borel chromatic numbers. This relation has been
extensively studied by Kechris, Harrington and Louveau (e.g., [9]), Khomskii
and Brendle (e.g., [2]) etc.

Geschke and the second author asked [7, Question 5.2] whether χBpE0q is
consistently smaller than the bounding number b, another of the mentioned
cardinal characteristics of the continuum.

We devise a new stronger notion of local countability for a graph, ℓ-unbounded-
ness, and show that if X is a compact totally disconnected Polish space, and
G is an Fσ ℓ-unbounded graph on X , then after iteratively adding any number
of Laver reals to a model of set theory, there still exists a ground model Borel
coloring of G (see Theorem 3.1, item b). If we replace “ℓ-unboundedness” for
“local countability”, then we have the same result by adding Miller reals instead.
Theorem 3.1 item a was independently proved by Zapletal, but for closed graphs
instead. His methods rely on the heavy machinery of his idealized forcing (see
[14]), as well as iterable properties for “sufficiently definable and homogeneous
ideals”. The approach we take here is completely different and we resort only
to classical combinatorical arguments of the forcings involved.

This answers positively the aforementioned question: in the model obtained
by adding ℵ2 Laver reals to a model of CH, χBpE0q ă b (see Corollary 3.2). As
another consequence of our result, we shall be able to solve an open problem in
the field of set theory of the real numbers: in this field, researchers usually study
regularity properties, i.e., properties of good behaviour of sets of real numbers
and whether different properties can be separated. If Γ0 and Γ1 are classes of
sets of reals and P and Q are two regularity properties, we say that a model
separates Γ0pP q from Γ1pQq if in this model every set in Γ1 has property Q, but
there is a set in Γ0 that does not have property P . Many of these separation
results are known for classes on the second level of the projective hierarchy.

Fischer, Friedman and Khomskii asked [6, Question 6.3] whether it is possible
to separate the Silver measurability of all ∆1

2 sets from the Laver measurability
of all Σ1

2 sets. This question has also been mentioned open by Brendle and
Löwe in [5, Fig. 1] and by Ikegami in [11, Fig. 2.1]

Mostly through the the work of Ikegami [10, Theorem 1.3], it is now known
that these notions of measurability at the second level of the projective hierarchy
depend on the amount of generic reals that are added to L, the constructible
universe.
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Our result, together with Ikegami’s theorem, answers the question from Fis-
cher, Friedman and Khomskii positively: in the model obtained by iteratively
adding ℵ1 Laver reals to L, the constructible universe, all Σ1

2 sets are Laver
measurable, but not all ∆1

2 sets are Silver measurable (see Corollary 4.2).
Note that this also answers a question of Brendle, Halbeisen and Löwe: they

asked whether the existence of sufficiently many splitting reals over L already
implies the Silver measurability of all ∆1

2 sets [3, Question 2]. The answer is
‘No’, from Corollary 4.3.

In the next section we discuss the important feature of minimality possessed
by Laver forcing, where the key notion of guiding real is introduced. In Section
3 we prove the single step version of Theorem 3.1 (Lemma 3.3) and iterations
of superperfect forcings. We discuss the applications to regularity properties in
Section 4, and mention a few open questions in Section 5.

2 Guiding reals and minimality

A tree p Ď ωăω is a Laver tree iff every t P p extending the stem has infinitely
many immediate successors in p. The Laver forcing, L, consists of Laver trees
ordered by inclusion.

Let us fix some notation: for a Laver tree p Ď ωăω, there exists a natural
bijection σ ÞÑ σ˚ from ωăω to its set of splitting nodes, splppq, such that H˚

is the stem of p; and for each n P ω, pσanq˚ is the minimal splitting node of
p extending the n-th element of succppσ

˚q, where succppσ
˚q denotes the set of

immediate successors of σ˚ in p. The operation ˚ is easily extended to ωω by
a˚ “

Ť

nPωpaænq
˚, for a P ωω.

The set of branches through p is rps “ tx P ωω | @n pxænq P pu.
We also define, for a Laver tree p Ď ωăω, and σ P ωăω,

p ˚ σ “ ts P p | σ˚ Ď s or s Ď σ˚u .

The Laver forcing satisfies Axiom A [1, Definition 7.1.1]. Axiom A forcing
notions are pretty well-behaved in the sense that, it is possible to do a fusion

argument for them, which can often easily be extended to their iterations.
Let Lnppq “ tσ

˚ | σ P nnu denote the n-th diagonal level of p, for each n P ω.
Now a sequence pďnqnPω of partial orders is defined as follows: for every

n P ω,
q ďn pô q ď p and Lnpqq “ Lnppq.

This way, if ppnqnPω is a sequence of Laver trees such that pn`1 ďn pn, for
all n P ω, then q “

Ş

nPω pn is a Laver tree.
Finally, recall the pure decision property for Laver forcing: if p P L and ϕ is

a formula of the forcing language, then there exists a stem-preserving extension
q ď p such that q decides ϕ.

Let 9x be a name for an element of 2ω and p be a condition forcing it. Roughly
speaking, the backbone of 9x is composed of a sequence of ground model reals
(the guiding reals) that approximate 9x in a helpful manner.
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Claim 2.1. There exists a stem-preserving extension q ď p with the following
property: for every σ P ωăω, there exists a ground model real xσ P 2ω such
that, for all k P ω,

q ˚ σak , 9xæp|σ| ` kq “ xσæp|σ| ` kq.

Proof. Note that for every r ď p and σ P ωăω, one may find a stem-preserving
extension rk ď r ˚ σak that decides 9xæp|σ| ` kq, for each k P ω. Fix pxkqkPω a
sequence such that xk P r 9xrks, for every k P ω, where 9xrk is the longest initial
segment decided by rk. Since the space 2ω is compact, there exists I P rωsω

such that pxkqkPI converges and we let xσ “ limkPI xk, which is defined for the
condition r1 “

Ť

kPI rk.
From this observation, one may construct a fusion sequence ppnqnPω such

that, for each n, k P ω, and σ P nn, there exists xσ P 2
ω such that

pn ˚ σ
ak , 9xæp|σ| ` kq “ xσæp|σ| ` kq.

Then q “
Ş

nPω pn is our desired condition.

The real xσ is called the σ-guiding real. This automatically gives us a con-
tinuous ground model function f : rqs Ñ 2ω, defined by

fpa˚q “ lim xaæn,

for each a P ωω (hence a˚ P rqs), such that q , fpxgenq “ 9x. This shows that
Laver forcing has the continuous reading of names [14, Definition 3.1.1.].

For this reason, let us assume that p is already chosen so that xσ is defined
for p, for every σ P ωăω. It turns out that 9x is ground model iff 9x “ xσ , for
some σ P ωăω. If this is not the case, then it is possible to define a p-rank on
ωăω as follows: for σ P ωăω,

#

rpσq “ 0 Ø D8n P ω pxσ ‰ xσanq

rpσq “ k ą 0 Ø  rpσq ă k ^ D8n P ω
`

rpσanq ă k
˘

.

There may be no levels of ωăω for which every node at this level has p-rank
zero. However, there will be frontiers with this property:

Say that an antichain A Ď p is a frontier of p iff every branch through
p has exactly one initial segment in A — i.e., for every x P rps, there exists
a unique n P ω such that xæn P A. Say that A Ď ωăω is a p-frontier iff
A˚ “ tσ˚ | σ P ωăωu is a frontier of p. A sequence pAnqnPω of p-frontiers forms
a p-chain iff for all σ P An`1, there exists a unique τ P An such that τ Ĺ σ.

Claim 2.2. ([4, Theorem 16]) There exists a p-chain pAnqnPω , each consisting
of rank zero nodes, such that xτæm “ xσ, for all σ Ĺ τ with σ P succpAnq and
τ P succpAn`1q; and all m P ω with |σ| ď m ă |τ |.

Without loss of generality, assume p is the Laver tree generated by the initial
segments of these frontiers. From this and a pruning argument (for a detailed
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proof see [?, Theorem 7]), we already have that færps is injective, which implies
the so-called minimality for the Laver forcing. Moreover, by identifying the
nodes of p having the same guiding real, assume that every σ P ωăω has p-rank
zero. This can be done as follows:

Let „ be the equivalence relation on ωăω defined by

σ „ τ Ø xσ “ xτ ,

for each σ, τ P ωăω; let pä„ be the set of equivalence classes, and π : ωăω Ñ
pä„ be the projection σ ÞÑ rσs„, for each σ P ωăω.

Say that a P pä„ is an immediate successor of some different class b iff
there exist σ P a, τ P b such that σ is an immediate successor of τ . Note that,
since 9x is not a ground-model real, then every node of pä„ has infinitely many
immediate successors. From this, let j be a bijection identifying the nodes of
ωăω with pä„.

Now, for every equivalence class a, we define Mpaq to be the set of all
maximal nodes of a (i.e., σ P Mpaq iff there is no τ Ľ σ in a). Let Ga :
ω ÑMpaq be an enumeration of Mpaq such that G´1

a
ptσuq is infinite, for every

σ PMpaq (i.e., it enumerates Mpaq with infinitely many repetitions).
Now, note that if i : ωăω Ñ ωăω is such that ipHq “ H; and jpipσanqq “

rτ s„, for some τ immediate successor of Grjpipσqqspnq, then pπ
´1rranpj ˝ iqsq˚ is a

stem-preserving Laver subtree of p. In our proofs, a function i with this property
is constructed and, with this, we know how to pull-back from the equivalence
classes to a Laver subtree of p. For this reason, from now on we shall always
assume that p is defined to have rank 0 on every node extending the stem, and
convey that it is always possible to run the argument above using frontiers along
with infinite repetition enumeration of their nodes.

The Laver model is the generic extension obtained by forcing with a count-
able support iteration of L, of length ω2, over the universe V .

3 Cooking-up names for Borel independent sets

If c : X Ñ α is a G-coloring of X , the maximal G-monocromatic sets are the sets
of the form c´1ptβuq, for β ă α, which satisfy the property c´1ptβuq2XG “ H.
The sets A Ď X satisfying this property (i.e., A2 X G “ H) are said to be
G-independent, and using this we shall redefine Borel chromatic numbers in a
more convenient way:

The Borel chromatic number of G, χBpGq, is the least cardinality of a family
F , consisting of Borel G-independent sets, such that

Ť

F “ X .
Recall that a graph G on a Polish space X is an Fσ graph iff there exists a

sequence pCnqnPω, of closed subsets of X2zIdX such that G “
Ť

nPω Cn, where
IdX is the identity on X . It is locally countable iff the set ty P X | px, yq P Gu
is countable, for every x P X .

If pCnqnPω is a cover of G, the G-locator of pCnqnPω, ℓ : X
2 Ñ ω, is defined
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by

ℓpx, yq “

$

’

&

’

%

mintn` 1 | px, yq P Cnu, if px, yq P G

0, if x “ y.

8, if px, yq R GY IdX .

Say that G is ℓ-unbounded iff for every px, yq P G, and n such that ℓpx, yq “ n,
there exists an open set O around x such that ℓpz, yq ą n, for every z P Oztxu.

We also let ℓpA,Bq “ mintℓpa, bq | pa, bq P AˆBu, for A,B Ď X . Note that
ℓ is identically 8 only on the G-independent sets.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be an Fσ graph, with closed cover pCnqnPω , defined on a
totally disconnected compact Polish space X .

(a) If G is locally countable then, in the Miller model, every point in the
completion of X is contained in a Borel G-independent set coded in the
ground model; and

(b) If G is ℓ-unbounded then, in the Laver model, every point in the comple-
tion of X is contained in a Borel G-independent set coded in the ground
model.

Hence χBpGq ď |2
ℵ0 X V | in each of the above cases.

This way, starting from V a model of CH, we obtain:

Corollary 3.2. It is consistent with ZFC that χBpE0q ă d; and that χBpE0q ă
b.

It is well-known that Laver forcing increases b, the bounding number and
that the Miller forcing increases d, the dominating number. For a diagram
involving common small cardinal characteristics of the continuum, and a few
Borel chromatic numbers, see [7].

The reason why Theorem 3.1 can be proved for totally disconnected compact
Polish spaces is because they are the continuous injective image of 2ω when they
lack isolated points: i.e., if X is a compact totally disconnected Polish space
without isoalted points, then there exists a continuous injection f : 2ω Ñ X

such that f r2ωs “ X . From this, if G is an Fσ locally countable graph on X ,
then

f˚rGs “
 `

f´1pxq, f´1pyq
˘

P p2ωq2 | px, yq P G
(

is an Fσ locally countable graph on 2ω; and χBpf
˚rGsq “ χBpGq.

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first investigate what happens when we
add only one generic real to the universe. It turns out that for every real number
of the generic extension, there exists a continuous injective function, coded in
the ground model, whose image is a maximal monochromatic set and contains
this number (Lemma 3.3).

As said before, it will be sufficient to consider X “ 2ω, and then we may
pull-back from X to 2ω using a continuous homeomorphism, when X is perfect:
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Lemma 3.3. Let G be an Fσ graph on 2ω, with closed cover pCnqnPω. Then
there exists a stem-preserving extension q ď p such that f rqs is G-independent

(a) for the Miller forcing, if G is locally countable; and

(b) for the Laver forcing, if G is ℓ-unbounded.

Proof. We first define an order-preserving injection i : ωăω Ñ ωăω, and a
strictly increasing sequence pknqnPω of natural numbers such that for all σ, τ P
nďn,

(1) ℓ
`“

xipσqæ|ipσq| ` kn
‰

,
“

xipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn
‰˘

ě |σ| ´ |τ |, if τ Ď σ; and

(2) ℓ
`“

xipσqæ|ipσq| ` kn
‰

,
“

xipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn
‰˘

ě |σ| ` |τ | ´ 2|∆pσ, τq|, if σ and
τ are distinct, where ∆pσ, τq denotes the longest common initial segment
of σ and τ .

Once this is done, we get that q “ ranpiq˚ “ tipσq˚ | σ P ωăωu is our desired
condition (i.e., a Miller or a Laver tree, depending which case we are consider-
ing).

From this it easily follows that, if a, b P rqs are distinct, then fpaq and fpbq
do not form an edge: in fact, for every n P ω, there exists σa,n, σb,n such that
|σa,n| “ |σb,n| “ n` 1, ipσa,nq

˚ Ď a and ipσb,nq
˚ Ď b. Then

ℓpfpaq, fpbqq ě ℓ
`

xipσa,nq, xipσb,nq

˘

ě 2pn` 1´ |∆pσa,n, σb,nq|q;

and the sequence |∆pσa,n, σb,nq| is constant. Hence, ℓpfpaq, fpbqq “ 8.
Assume iænďn has been defined and let ă denote the lexicographic order on

ωăω. By induction on σ, also assume ipτq has been defined, for all τ ă σ.

(a) From local countability, there exists a branch a with ipσæ|σ|´1q Ď a, and
hence a long enough initial segment ipσq Ď a such that

ℓ
`

xipσq, xipτq

˘

ą

#

|σ| ´ |τ |, if τ Ď σ; and

|σ| ` |τ | ´ 2|∆pσ, τq|, if τ and σ are incompatible.

(b) From ℓ-unboundedness, one can get the same as the item above, but ipσq
can be chosen as an immediate successor of ipσæ|σ| ´ 1q.

In any case, it follows from the closedness of the Cn’s that there exists a
natural number kn`1 such that

ℓ
`“

xipσqæ|ipσq| ` kn`1

‰

,
“

xipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn`1

‰˘

ě ℓ
`

xipσq, xipτq

˘

.

Our goal now is to prove some version of Lemma 3.3 for countable support
iterations of the Laver forcing. The proof of this lemma will be useful to justify
the proof of Claim 3.5.
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For an ordinal α ě 1, let Lα denote the countable support iteration of L.
Let F be a finite subset of α and η : F Ñ ω. Say that q ďF,η p iff

@γ P F
`

qæγ , qpγq ďηpγq ppγq
˘

.

Now if 9x is a name for an element of 2ω not added at proper stage of the
iteration and p is a condition forcing it, then we may define an iterated version
of the guiding reals:

Claim 3.4. For every γ ă α and σ P ωăω, there exists an Lα-condition pγσ ď p,
and an Lγ-name for a real xγ

σ , such that pγσæγ forces that pγσpγq ď0 ppγq; and

pγσpγq ˚ pσ
akqapγσæpγ, αq , 9xæp|σ| ` kq “ xγ

σæp|σ| ` kq,

for all k P ω.

Proof. Note that if ϕ is a formula of the forcing language and q ď p, then by
the virtue of the pure decision property there exists r ď q such that

ræγ , rpγq ď0 qpγq and rærγ, αq decides ϕ.

This way we get pγσ ď p such that, for every k P ω:

pγσæγ , pγσpγq ˚ pσ
akqapγσæpγ, αq decides 9xæp|σ| ` kq.

The definition of the Lγ now follows from compactness of 2ω, as in the proof
of the single case (Claim 2.1).

Moreover, one may construct a sequence ppγσqσPωăω such that each pγσ is as
above, and p

γ

σan
ď pγσ for all n P ω and σ P ωăω. From this it is possible to

define an iterated rank at coordinate γ: for σ P ωăω,

rγpσq “ 0Ø D8k P ω
`

p
γ

σak
æγ , xγ

σ ‰ x
γ

σak

˘

.

Positive ranks are defined similarly to the single case.
Let F Ď α, η : F Ñ ω, and σ P

ś

γPF ηpγqηpγq. We define p ˚ σ such that

@γ P F ppp ˚ σqæγ , pp ˚ σqpγq “ ppγq ˚ σpγqq .

Say that q ď p is G-pF, ηq-faithful iff

ℓ pr 9xq˚σs, r 9xq˚τ sq ě ℓmax
.
“ max

γPF
t|σpγq| ` |τpγq| ´ 2|∆pσpγq, τpγqq|u,

for all distinct σ, τ P
ś

γPF ηpγqηpγq, where 9xr is the maximal initial segment
decided by r ď q.

Let η1 be defined such that η1pγq “ ηpγq, for all γ R tβ, γ̄u; η1pβq “ ηpβq ` 1
if γ̄ ‰ β; and η1pγ̄q “ ηmax ` ℓmax ` 1, where ηmax “ max

γPF
ηpγq.
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Lemma 3.5. Let G be an Fσ graph on 2ω, with closed cover pCnqnPω , and
q ďF,η p be a G-pF, ηq-faithful condition. Then there exists a G-pF, η1q-faithful
condition r ďF,η q,

(a) for countable support iterations of the Miller forcing; if G is locally count-
able; and

(b) for countable support iterations of Laver forcing, if G is ℓ-unbounded.

Proof. Let tσ0, ..., σm´1u be an enumeration of
ś

γPF ztγ̄u ηpγq
ηpγq. We define a

ďF,η-decreasing sequence ppjqjăm, as follows:
Assume we have constructed pj´1. Since 9x is not added at any proper stage

of the iteration, there exists qj ďF,η pj´1 such that all τ P ωďηmax`ℓmax`1 have
γ̄-rank zero for the condition qj ˚ σj .

Using ideas from the proof of Lemma 3.3, we define an order-preserving
injection i on all the set of all τ ’s as above, and find a condition pj ďF,η qj such
that ppj ˚ σjqæγ̄ forces that

(1) ℓ
´”

x
γ̄

ipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn

ı

,
”

x
γ̄

ipτ 1qæ|ipτ
1q| ` kn

ı¯

ě |τ | ´ |τ 1|, if τ 1 Ď τ ; and

(2) ℓ
´”

x
γ̄

ipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn

ı

,
”

x
γ̄

ipτ 1qæ|ipτ
1q| ` kn

ı¯

ě |τ | ` |τ 1| ´ 2|∆pτ, τ 1q|, if τ

and τ 1 are incompatible.

for all τ, τ 1 P dompiq. In particular,

ℓ
´”

x
γ̄

ipτqæ|ipτq| ` kn̄

ı

,
”

x
γ̄

ipτ 1qæ|ipτ
1q| ` kn̄

ı¯

ě ℓmax ` 1

when |τ | “ |τ 1| “ rηmax ` pℓmax ` 1q{2s, and |∆pτ, τ 1q| ď ηmax.

If β “ γ̄, simply let r “ pm´1; if β ‰ γ̄, let
!

Iτ | τ P η
1pβqη

1pβq
)

denote a

partition of ω into finitely many infinite pieces. Then r ďF,η pm´1 is defined
such that

(1) ræγ̄ “ pm´1æγ̄;

(2) for all coordinatewise extensions σ1 P
ś

γPF ztγ̄u η
1pγqη

1pγq, of the restricted

product of nodes σ P
ś

γPF ztγ̄u ηpγq
ηpγq, for all σ̄ P ηpγ̄qăηpγ̄q,

pr ˚ σ1qæγ̄ , succpstprpγ̄q ˚ σ̄qzt0, ..., ηpγ̄q ´ 1u˚ “ I˚
σ1pβq,

where t0, ..., k ´ 1u˚ denotes the first k immediate successors of the stem
of the restriction of rpγ̄q to σ̄, rpγ̄q ˚ σ̄; for all σ̄ P ηpγ̄qηpγ̄q,

pr ˚ σ1qæγ̄ , succpstprpγ̄q ˚ σ̄q “ I˚
σ1pβq;

(3) and ræpγ̄ ` 1q , ræpγ̄, αq “ pm´1æpγ̄, αq .
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Lemma 3.5 and some bookkeeping, we may con-
struct a sequence ppn, Fn, ηnqnPω such that

(1) Fn Ď α is finite;

(2) Fn Ď Fn`1;

(3) ηn : Fn Ñ ω;

(4) ηnpγq ď ηn`1pγq, for all γ P F ;

(5) pn`1 ďFn,ηn
pn;

(6) for all γ P suppppnq, there is m P ω such that γ P Fm and ηmpγq ě n; and

(7) pn is pFn, ηnq-faithful.

Let q P Lα be defined recursively such that

@γ ă α

˜

qæγ , qpγq “
č

nPω

pnpγq

¸

.

Let pxpγqqγPsupppqq be a sequence in pωωqsupppqq and define a function f by

f
``

xpγqγPsupppqq

˘˘

“
ď

nPω

9xq˚pxpγqæηnpγqqγPFn
.

This is a ground model continuous injection f : pωωqsupppqq Ñ 2ω mapping
the generic sequence to 9x — i.e., q , fpxgenpγqqγPsupppqq “ 9x. Due to the above

property, we have ℓpfpxq, fpyqq “ 8, for all distinct x, y P pωωqsupppqq. Hence,
f
“

pωωqsupppqq
‰

is a ground model Borel G-independent set.

4 An application to regularity properties

Regularity properties emerged as early as the discipline of descriptive set theory.
The two main examples of this type of good behavior of sets of reals are the
notions of Lebesgue and Baire measurabilities.

From the close relationship between these measurability notions and the
random and the Cohen forcings, various new notions of measurability emerged.
Namely, if P is a forcing notion of perfect subtrees, either of 2ăω or ωăω, and
A is a subset of the respective space in which the forcing is defined, we say that
A is P-measurable iff

@p P P Dq ď p prqs Ď A or rqs XA “ Hq .

From this it is possible to isolate the notion of P-null sets:

p0 “ tA | @p P P Dq ď p prqs XA “ Hqu,
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where rps denotes the set of branches through p (i.e., the set of all x P ωω such
that for all n P ω, xæn P p).

Using typical fusion arguments, it is often possible to prove that p0 is a
σ-ideal, which is the case for the three forcing notions considered here.

If P is the random forcing, P-measurability is equivalent to the Lebesgue
measurability, and if P is the Cohen forcing, then P-measurability is equivalent
to the Baire measurability. To answer the question of Fischer, Friedman and
Khomskii we need the notions of E0 and Silver measurabilities:

A tree p Ď 2ăω is an E0-tree iff it is perfect; and for every splitting node
s P p, there are s0 Ě sa0 and s1 Ě sa1, of the same length, such that

!

x P 2ω | sa0 x P rps
)

“
!

x P 2ω | sa1 x P rps
)

.

If s0 and s1 can always be chosen to be sa0, and sa1, respectively, then p is a
Silver tree. The E0-forcing, E0, consists of E0-trees; and the Silver forcing, V,
consists of Silver trees.

There are various implications between regularity properties [2, §4 pg. 1350],
as well as consistent separations. Since Silver measurability clearly implies E0-
measurability, we show how to separate Laver and E0-measurabilities with the
help of Ikegami’s theorem. For that, we need the definition of quasi-generic
real : say that a real number x is P-quasi-generic over M , a model of ZF, iff
x R B, for all Borel set B P p0 XM (i.e., Borel null sets coded in M).

It is always the case that generic reals are quasi-generic reals, but not all
quasi-generic reals are generic reals. Furthermore, we can immediately see, from
Theorem 3.1, that Laver forcing does not add E0-quasi-generic reals (hence, it
also does not add Silver quasi-generic reals).

Fact 4.1 (Theorem 1.3 of [10]). For P satisfying a stronger form of properness
and additional definability requirements [10, Definitions 2.3 and 2.4]: every ∆1

2

set of reals is P-measurable if, and only if, there exists a P-quasi-generic real
over Lrxs, for each x P 2ω.

From this, together with the the fact that ∆1
2pLq implies Σ1

2pLq, we are able
to answer Question 6.3. of [6]:

Corollary 4.2. Σ1
2pLq^ ∆

1
2pE0q holds in the model obtained by forcing with

an ω1-iteration of L, with countable support, over L.

It is well-known that Silver forcing adds splitting [3, Proposition 2.4]. Bren-
dle, Halbeisen and Löwe asked [3, Question 2] whether the existence of splitting
reals over Lrxs, for every real x, implies ∆1

2pVq.

Corollary 4.3. In the model from Corollary 4.2 ∆1
2pVq does not hold, even

though there are splitting reals over each Lrxs.

5 Questions

The first question concerns the topology of the set of vertices: we could not find
a counterexample for Theorem 3.1 when the set of vertices is not compact, or
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not extremely disconnected.

Question 1. Does Theorem 3.1 still hold if X is not compact (e.g., X “ ωω)?
What if X is not extremely disconnected (e.g., X “ r0, 1s, or X “ R)?

One could also ask the role of local countability. Sometimes, it suffices that
the graphs lack perfect cliques, for its Borel chromatic number to be bounded by
the ground model continuum, as in the case of the Sacks model for Fσ graphs,
and of the E0-model, for closed graphs.

Question 2. Does Theorem 3.1 still hold if we only know that G lacks perfect
cliques?

Finally, we do know what happens for graphs of different complexities, such
as Gδ, Gδσ, Fσδ etc.

Question 3. Does Theorem 3.1 still hold if G is an analytic graph?

We think answering positively all three questions above would likely give us
a simoutanous result — i.e., Theorem 3.1 would hold for all X Polish and G an-
alytic. Nevertheless, we conjecture that the compactness of X is indispensable.

On the regularity side, we have the surprising fact thatΣ1
2pVq impliesΣ1

2pMq,
where M Ľ L denotes the Miller forcing [3, Proposition 3.7]. It seems to be
unknown whether Σ1

2pE0q already implies Σ1
2pMq.

Question 4. Does Σ1
2pE0q imply Σ1

2pMq?

On the other hand, if one wishes to prove that Σ1
2pE0q ^ ∆

1
2pMq is consis-

tent, then the common idea is to produce some amoeba for the forcing E0, that
will add to each Lrxs an E0-tree of E0-reals, which is ωω-bounding. While this
may be optmitistic, Σ1

2pVq ^  ∆
1
2pLq is true in the model obtained by adding

Cohen reals over each Lrxs. On the other hand, from the work of Spinas we
know that any reasonable amoeba for Silver adds Cohen reals [13, Theorem 5].

Question 5. Is there an amoeba for E0 which does not add Cohen reals?
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